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Sosodni Riottto
Shows country begins They

The point is that there are stupid people in every country you can certainly find them if you try hard 
enough (i.e. this video). Half of Americans (who voted) didn't support Bush and those who did were often 
supporting party lines (i.e. anti-abortion...vote Republican). I'll forgive some of your comments because 
you're so darn old but saying that the people where you live are stupid (you do live there) is not a great 
idea.

Actors

KONSTA
REEM
NAMIK
KANI
BANDELE
ABUBAKAR
HARUN
KARLIS
LELA
MAYRA
AMARI
AMANA
Scene 1

REEM: Some of you guys need to calm down..Its only TV 

KANI: so stupid!!it kind of sad people!!!lol 

HARUN: To the asshole Canadacunt takethat20, make sure you keep your hijab on cunt, or else your 
terrorist father will beat you to death in that islamic republic of Canadung 

REEM: can you guess who is tony blair? ans: armm...skater? (lol) 

ABUBAKAR: how stupid can you be ... :s 

KANI: I hate to be a fat-cunt-limey who thinks he's smart and knows where someone lives you fag i bet 
you cried like a little bicth when croatia beat england like the queers they are but euro-cunts like you have 
a loser metality anyway! stuck on that little rainy, dreary island full of pakis plotting agianst you fucks 
and even have an islamo-apologist terrorist in the government galloway! FAGS buh bye "england" the 
sun has long since SET on your "empire"! hahahahahaha neeeext! 

KARLIS: I notice you haven't answered the question Jeffy!? 

KARLIS: Ok ok ok YES your mother gives a good blow job! satisfied? 

KANI: Cry more please 

AMANA: Lamo! Brilliant Jeffy, just amazing...A 38yr old man who's only comeback is 'Yo Mamma' 
jibes...jeeezus Jeffy, you're a waste of blood and organs fat boy! 

NAMIK: WOW!!! Guys I just found this amazing website!!!! You should really check it out. I made $200 



from it yesterday, $140 the day before! And I got the eBook on how to do it FREE!!! Here is the 
websiteincome-for-beginnersDOTcomreplace the "DOT" for a "."Seriously, you should check out that 
website for some serious money making.If you have any questions, just pm me on my youtube account! 

ABUBAKAR: To me this is not funny.Its so scary that this are real grown up people.Americans are some 
of the most dumb,ignorant and violent people on earth.Now I understand why Bushwas realected! 

HARUN: Fuck your mother SPIC! Then why is it you and your countrymen keep breaking into my 
country just to clean our toilets??? taco eating FAGGOT! hates America yet has two AMERICANS in his 
nick! COCKSUCKING BEANER 

KANI: Kill them all!! 

KONSTA: Fuck you penis, you're the EPITOME of a PUSSY! Love to dish it out but can't take it! Give 
me your address and number like you PROMISED you would, FAGGOT! Live your miserable life in 
your mamas basement you mamas boy! You are DISMISSED! 

BANDELE: Since when did I promise that?!If you want my address Jeffy Weffy, you're gonna have to get 
some smarts into your head and work it out for yourself.Unfortunately finding yours was all too easy, 
because like most twats, you're short on brains and big on ego! the rest was childsplay.Now either go to 
bed, or top yourself off in the Bathroom - either way lets give the human gene pool a better chance in 
2008 by taking you out of the equasion. 

LELA: '38yr old fat virgin loser.....shiiiiiiit man, I'd fucking hate to be you' 

BANDELE: By the way ASSHOLE, I've NEVER been to Bermuda or anywhere in Canada in my life you 
fucking GULLIBLE fool! If I told you my website was MySpace would you start calling me Tom??? 
COCKSUCKER! 

REEM: Nice try jeffy....Did you enjoy the parcel? 

KONSTA: What a cock-spit sending innocent people shit in the mail..I hope that guy finds you, but you 
being the tyoical english coward (sorry for being redundant) I'm sure you took unabomber precautions 
when shipping! FAG! 

HARUN: I'll take that as a 'Yes' then :o) 

BANDELE: As soon as the Doc gives your mother the "all clear" on the clap some bearded piglamist 
gave her for a pack of smokes, I intend to! 

AMANA: wow 'Yo mamma' jibes eh?I'm seriously impressed by the rapier-like wit you possess 
Jeffy.Every one of those 38yrs of yours weren't wasted at all were they! 

KARLIS: Did they lock up the McCunts yet for selling their daughters ass to the highest Euro-Pedo 
bidder so they could keep living high on the "hog" in Eurabia??? FAG! hahahahaha BOO-YAH! 

AMARI: See Jeffy, this is how I know you're nothing but a pathetic, fat, no-life liar! No person who 
claims to be a perent would EVER talk in such a digusting way about such a traumatic situation, unless 
they were severely sick in the head.Y'know what Jeffy, you've lost your amusment value to me now - you 
genuinely are one sad, tragic, fucker!Do yourself a favour, go to the bathroom and end it all now - dont 
worry, you wont be missed. 

ABUBAKAR: KILL YOURSELF JeffGlapski 

HARUN: Hey Penis I hope the dearest members of your families Christmas stocking are overflowing 
with stomach, colon, pancreatic, breast and lung cancer! You fucking coward...just like the British troops 



surrendering Basra running away with their tails between their vaginas! 

REEM: Lmao!Seriously Jeffy - you need to get laid! quick 

HARUN: Sounds to me like you should be serving in the sand yourself,why you not there TWATSKI? too 
chicken or just to fat?BORING CUNT 

HARUN: How many French"men" does it take to defend Paris??? No one knows, it's NEVER been 
attempted! You coward french cunt, America saved you pussies time and time agian! SISSIES! 

KARLIS: I`m from Poland and I know teh answers for all the questions this guy asked Americans. I think 
the problem in US is thaht you don`t know anything about the rest of the world while for example in 
Poland in schools on geography lessons we are learning about the entire world. 

REEM: right. you guys keep talkin crap. go right ahead. at least we have the freedom to be "stupid". 
HAhahaha. 

MAYRA: Keep PISSING and MOANING about America at your gay Euro-pub getting drunk every 
night, watching faggot soccer, while your dirty fucking muslims are home plotting against you, fucking 
like rabbits, spitting out terror babies while your beer addled sperm can't reproduce shit! ahahahaha HAIL 
EURABIA! CUNTS! 

MAYRA: How's your imaginary 'one year old son' Jeffy?Oh, and give me regards to Norbert Adolf 
Glapski too 

ABUBAKAR: wow man, some one cannot be that stoooo-pee-dd 

KARLIS: Who cares what you CUNTS "see in Americans" the fact that you spend your ENTIRE lives 
LOOKING and FOLLOWING us to "SEE" says alot about you JEALOUS,PREOCCUPIED,CUNTS! 
You have AMERICA ENVY you cunt asshole! FUCK YOUR MOTHER FOR CHRISTMAS! 

AMANA: What's the definition of irony, Jeffy Weffy??Is it some fat 38 yr old loser who bangs on about 
how great America is....and yet he dont even live there!?'Bermuda and Canada' isn't it Jeffy!? you 
seriously have a thing for ex British colonies don't you? I think we understand where all this animosity is 
coming from now - it's OK to want to be a part of the UK Jeffy, thousands of Immigrant scum like you 
and your family try it every year. 

ABUBAKAR: haha the part about the map!!! SO stupid... its Australia... But they have no clue 

NAMIK: wow, they are stupid! XD 

REEM: Ha! This was hilarious. This pretty much sums up what the rest of the world sees in Americans. 
You guys want to start bombing people? Start with bombing half your fucking stupid population (starting 
with Britney Spears et al)! 

BANDELE: Oh MY GOD!!!! YOU ARE VERY VERY VERY VERY STUPID!!! WHERE ARE YOU 
LIVING, IN CAVES?I THOUGHT THAT AMERICANS ARE SMART PEOPLE... BIG MISTAKE!!! 

NAMIK: How do we know that these interviewed aren't biased (maybe the British journalist interviewed 
more people than shown, and only chose to air the stupidest/funniest answers?) 

HARUN: Click on my username NatLamp to watch:PREGNANT JAMIE LYNN SPEARS: A Spears 
Family ChristmasBritney Spears, her mother Lynn Spears, and her 16 year old sister Jamie Lynn Spears 
wish everyone a Happy Holidays in their family Video Christmas Card! Jamie Lynn reveals her little 
Christmas Miracle. 



KONSTA: 1. a lot of the lower class americans are ignorant to what goes on in the world, disregard them. 
aka all the people in this video.2. your fucked up english accent probably threw them all off, you're in 
america, you're accent should fuck off. 

AMARI: i feel so smart i knew alot of answers 2 those questions 

Scene 2

KARLIS: If it's not the education system, it's just pure idiocy. I was actually ashamed after watching this, 
and I KNEW most of the questions. But I'm sure that anyone could go to a random place and get stupid 
answers from stupid people. The world is filled with ignorant people; the United States isn't the only one 
suffering. 

MAYRA: hahaha 

MAYRA: i have a friend from infancy who got the American citizenship and became, by all means, an 
American. Or according to them, a stupid? 

BANDELE: The world's largest Automobile Company GM The world's largest Software Co. Microsoft 
The world's largest searchengine Google The world's largest Oil company Exxon The world's largest 
Airospace Co Boeing The world's largest retailer Walmart The world's largest Computer maker HP The 
world's largest IT Company IBM The world's largest Bank Citibank The world's largest SportCo NIKE 
The world's largest Electric co GE All of them AMERICAN Company...ne ne ne 

KANI: As an American this is offensive. Yes these particular people are ridiculously stupid but you can 
find that everywhere. Its easy to string a bunch of clips of stupid people together and call it America. I, 
myself only missed a single question and could point out all of the countries in the geography portion of 
the video. I hope no one will be as stupid as the people in this video and truly believe this is accurate 
representation. 

BANDELE: While this video is both entertaining and painful to watch, it is foolish to believe that the 
people here represent Americans at large. I will be the first to admit that ignorance and apathy toward 
world affairs is not uncommon in America, but the people who post comments insulting us "yanks" fail to 
recognize that examples of extreme stupidity can be found in countries other than the one that is made fun 
of most often. 

AMANA: amen to that, dude. 

REEM: they must have picked the dumbest looking people they saw because honestly who doesnt know 
where australia is... comon 

MAYRA: soo stupid XDDDDDDfidel castro a singer?tony blair an actor???are they insane or what :Sten 
eiffel towers?:|they probably were the worses students on their classesyou retarded! 

ABUBAKAR: they should have asked students from schoolers. I'm in the 8th grade n i know most of 
these questions!!! notice that most of the people anwsering the questions r adults. 

ABUBAKAR: PLEASE DON'T READ THIS.You will get kissed on the nearest Friday by the love of 
your life.Tomorrow will be the best day of your life.However,if you don't post this comment to at least 3 
videos,you will die within 2 days.Copy and paste this to be saved 

REEM: im a US citizen, and i have never seen anyone this retarded. this must be some kind of special 
experiment where they released the crazy people into the local area. some of these people need to be 
punched in the face btw. 

REEM: May Chasers live FOREVER! 



AMARI: I should also say that it might not be fair to call Americans stupid, it's more accurate to say that 
the masses are poorly informed on history and world affairs. This can be blamed on the education system 
and of course the individuals deserve some blame too. 

KANI: I'm an American, I gotta say this video is a pretty good representation of mainstream America, 
speaking from my experience, and I live in one of the supposedly more enlightened places (California). 
There are Americans who could answer all of these questions, but the masses are well represented in this 
video. 

LELA: damn i'm an american and i really don't know how i managed to pass all 11 grades. *sarcasm* 
currently in my junior year of high school! w/o getting left back. omggg boo whoo bitches! you guys 
worry so much about America. stay in your country no cares how you feel. you want me to sing a sad 
song for you guys? dumb bitches! 

BANDELE: hahahahahahahahaha 

AMARI: CORRECTION: Stop taunting America and worry about Portugal ok? And make sure you use 
your colons when your listing things. ok? 

AMARI: lol...u just really pissed 2 c that ur country really is dumb!! LMAO!!!! assholes...8-)... 

ABUBAKAR: new york is not a city, it's a state. Now, there is such thing as called New York City. 
Lmaoo you don't even speak proper english come on! let's be real my friend taunting America and worry 
about Portugal. ok? tchau!! 

AMARI: americans live in a fucking box and have no idea of what is going on outside their country...how 
can some one not know that the U.K uses pounds are their currency when your country does so much 
trading with them-_-....fucking dumb asses 

LELA: wow! smh! 

KARLIS: "most people"20 million people dudeThe only thing i hate about these videos is how people 
generalise the results to the whole country. We all know that these are the people who gave the most 
rediculous answers.The video is only 5 minutes, i'd like to see the outtakes. (dignified responses)As for 
future overlords, please tell me you're not serious. 

REEM: 0_o wow 

MAYRA: well, duh.. they're from australia dude.. it shouldn't be surprising that they can't name 10 US 
cities.. how bout u name ten australian cities then? 

NAMIK: fidel castro is a singer and tony blair is a skater xD 

LELA: As a brazillian who has known some north americans i must say: The world isn't the way you 
think it is, and U.S isn't the center of it. 

BANDELE: Aren't things sorta relative, I mean Brazil is the center of the Universe to you, isn't it? If the 
U.S. is the center of our world cuz that is our home, WTF do you care? 

NAMIK: fuck you johngrove and fuck all your family you will die 

LELA: WATCH AMER0 

KONSTA: I didn't vote for Bush, if that answers your question. 

ABUBAKAR: lol 



LELA: That is your opinion and you are entitled to it, you have stated nothing factual save that America 
is a democracy(good one-no shit Sherlock). Guess what, you must be dumber than any of them because 
this video may be scripted given the fact that it is from a satirical news show from Australia(comedy not a 
real documentary). You see you never thought to question the credibility of the show. You probably think 
the internet was invented at CERN. 

HARUN: I think what a lot of people are saying is true. I don't think all Americans are stupid. However, 
this is a particular video about a particular situation. I mean, America has the best colleges, schools, 
technology, etc. Some of them (us) must be smart. But, considering all of their advantages, you would 
expect the mainstream to be less self-centered and know a little bit about the world. Those mainstream in 
the US idiots there are wasting their privileges. 

LELA: lol at 2:03 why does the homelss guy say canada? lmao 

AMARI: WATCH AMER0 

NAMIK: Omfg! americans are dumb, at least 70-90% of them xD They all comes down in generations, 
and if we searched in our family trees we would all se we are related to Mr. Bush... 

KANI: There are stupid people in every country, not just the U.S. It is obvious that they polled a much 
larger number of people and simply picked out the retarded responses.This video could have been funny 
if it was saying, "Look how stupid some people are" instead of, "Look, these Americans could not answer 
these questions intelligently. Americans are idiots!" Anyone that jumps to a conclusion like that is no 
brighter that those interviewed. 

ABUBAKAR: this proves that americans only know and think about their "American World". 

BANDELE: You see, I don't know where you found these people... but obviously they have no 
knowledge what so ever. As an american i'm highly educated and know that fidel castro is the cuban 
dictator. Anyways, this was an insult... and very repulsive to me. I hope not to veiw any other videa that 
downgrades the country where many people immigrate to and making a living in.Thank you 

REEM: geez take it easy... it´s just meant to be funny ;) 

LELA: well said! 

BANDELE: Stupid is either an adjective meaning "lack of intelligence" or a noun meaning "someone (or 
something) exhibiting stupidity". 

LELA: I think you mean "stupidity" is the noun. Your ignorance is Stupendous. 

MAYRA: typical american, who needs intelligence when you have nukes, nukes makes the world go 
round 

AMARI: imaslacker107 - I know, that this is no all of US people; 70% ok?lostspirit52 - what is stupid? 

NAMIK: i hope none of you honestly believe that all Americans are like this. I like to consider myself 
intelligent and most of my friends intelligent. Personally, i knew the answers to just about every question 
he asked except one; the coalition of the willing. And that's because I absolutely despise this war and im 
not going to take the time to learn the names of the bogus countries W throws out there. 

KONSTA: wtf.. that is stupid with capital S.. 

LELA: And remember - (from history) USA is nothing more than big baloon blowed up an European 
money. 



KANI: You know how many people they probably interviewed for this. I am only 18 years old and I know 
more answers than they do, and many of my friends would know those answers also. And, for the person 
who said that it must have been shot in the south, I am from Louisiana and you can't get much more south 
than that. Some people just don't concern themselves with these things. Granted, people should know 
about the triangle and the Berlin Wall? It is a funny video, but maybe these answers are fake. 

Scene 3

MAYRA: I am consumed with jealousy for this country... Look, I could just born on the other side of the 
Ocean and have everything I wont. Not for my knowledge, but for origin sake. Fuck that! 

KANI: americans cant be all stupid, wasnt it an american who invented youtube? or the internet? I could 
be wrong though. 

AMANA: Now i am sure those people are really stupid!! Go for it Bin Laden. 

KONSTA: Wow. I'd rather be an ignorant American than someone who believes that people deserve to die 
for being undereducated. 

HARUN: I have my own experiences that tells me alot of Americans ( not all, of course! )don't know alot 
about the world outside America. 

ABUBAKAR: im sure the film was edited. you only put the stupid people and funny answers in. i got all 
the questions right as i sat her eating a cheeseburger watching this. every country, such as england and 
like germany such as south africa, has stupid people such as you. 

HARUN: Man, this is funny as hell...And ofcourse, this is not like an average american or something, but 
come on...'Al Quada is a suicide group, they do suicide attacks and stuff, and Arafat is their leader, 
everybody knows that'What the hell do they tell you on television in america... 

KONSTA: Tell me, WHY is USA one of the richest country in the world..? Usual American don't know, 
where is the rest of the world and many many other things.BIG American Dream - half of my standard 
education, more then twice comfortable life...------------NO COMMENT------------- 

AMARI: their proley actors 

AMANA: you dumb americans takin' this SERIOUSLY?? hahahahaha 

AMARI: *ahem* 

ABUBAKAR: STUPID AMERICANS 

ABUBAKAR: they must be from the south, i cant beleive us north side americans can be that dumb 

KONSTA: lmao... queen elizabeths money! rofl. 

KONSTA: Looks these people are doing this on purpose, or the person who made this put sound over it 
asking different questions. 

AMARI: It's ironic that a lot of people, foreign and American alike, are saying this was filmed in the 
south and that is why people seem so stupid. If by the south they mean Texas, then wasn't Ross Perot 
from the south? NOW a lot of people are saying that he was right about a lot of things and we were stupid 
for not voting for him. That is who I voted for back then, BTW. 

LELA: umm...were still pretty independent though we have a "strong" influence in the EU. Only a few 
EU regulations this far, their not controlling anything. 



KARLIS: i'm british and offended by this because i think stereotyping is wrong. ok so what if this guy 
go's to the u.s and interviews the same number of random people but they're all white, does that mean that 
everyone in america is white? and wtf, how do you not know this stuff? omg 

KARLIS: u must b hilucinating coz they were black ppl in that vid...i'm black but that's t the point..point 
is americans r really dumb! 

AMANA: wow! :-o smh! 

NAMIK: what a bunch of tards, this just proves how stupid americans our, I guess this was shot in the 
south 

KARLIS: OMG!...my sister thats are 11 years old knew all that questions!!! we live in a small village in 
sweden and we know more about USA then the americans do!XD 

BANDELE: omg...these ppl are so dumb! 

KONSTA: this is so stupidthese fucking morons give our country a bad name cause they're complete 
idiots it pisses me off 

AMANA: if anyone is amercan , i think he or she should be shut up ...its a shame if he tries to defends 
...ther is no way , its clear in this video 

BANDELE: what's a mosque ?"its an animal"what's wrong with that lady ... 

AMARI: a country that begins with U"utah" §!!!!!!lolllllllllllll fucking stupid 

MAYRA: Where was the Berlin wall?ROTFL! 

BANDELE: there is a national ignorance out there ."a mosque is an animal" fuckin lol"kaffi anan is a 
drink" lollllllllllllllllll 

LELA: i find it funny that people around the world think intelligence and knowledge are the same 
thing.whats that say for YOUR intelligence hmm? 

KANI: i dn have america nor do i hate its people but i think what makes their attitudes is that they, 
poeple, wanna invade the arab countries without having any knowledge about them . yur gov says there is 
terror out there , and yu respond yes "lets invade tha fucking countries" ..yu poeple should know first 

KANI: Dude, get real man, I grew up in this country. I know that Americans don't really give a fuck about 
invading countries for no apparent reason. That is the current administration, not us. That is about as 
ridiculous as saying Saudi Arabians support everything Al Qaeda is doing. 

AMANA: a triangle has 3 sides LOL WTF HOW DO THEY GET JOBS!?!?!? 

KANI: most americans are stupid ...we can't take few samples one or two .i know that there are some 
poeple who are genius out there . but in fact most of em and i mean it are so dumb . questions like these 
should've been answered by a boy aged 8 or 9..unfortunately abnormal people in normal situation 

REEM: Okay, that was extremely stupid! I'm american and I can answer most of those questions, almost 
all of them in fact.....and I'm still a freshie in high skool.HOW THE HELL DOES THAT WORK 
OUT!!!!!!! 

KONSTA: Wow i am 14 years old and i could've answer'd them all they most of like stoped a small bus 
are somthing 



BANDELE: Holy true... Americans don't have ideas about the "other world"... (Sometimes even about 
their own country) They are only interested in hamburgers and p.o.r.n... 

KONSTA: ho dude, what the fuck are you talking about...if i am to make a list of stupid things America 
did...i wouldn't have to go out this evening, nor the next few weeks...sh shut up if you don't have anything 
worth saying 

KONSTA: thi is stupid... they were obviously acting or they asked like 10000 people and oly showed the 
people who were stupid enough to get it wrong. but some of them like the KFC 1 i understand. cuz the 
california roll wasnt from california. they name stuff like that. 

KONSTA: americans arent stupid! Im an American! and those questions were really hard! thats why no 
one could answer them! were not stupid! those are hard stuff man! 

MAYRA: Wow....that's all...i can say.... 

NAMIK: I was being sarcastic dude, incase you didnt know. Im Canadian 

BANDELE: No, you Americans are really stupid. Case in point, the question about the coalition of the 
willing...I can name all the countries and their contributions off the top of my head. There are at least 49 
of them. You see what I mean? You can't. Why? Cuz you are American. nuff said, case closed NEXT!! 

LELA: dude HOW IS HOW MANY SIDES ON A TRIANGLE HARD!?!?! 

REEM: You gotta be fucking kidding me, this is so stupid it must be fake. I Mean a triangle 4 sides? 
WTF? American Money? Diaper Head? Invade the middle-east? Please those guys don't even know 
where they're standing at nor what language they're speaking or if star wars was based on a true story and 
they want to invade a foreign country? Anyways, Maybe they choosed the dumbest people they could find 
or this is all fake. It's too stupid too be true. BTW there ignorancy everywhere not just in america. 

BANDELE: Americans are the stupidest people on the planet. come check out my site for more dumb 
americans..,.$20.00 a month and its great. visa, mastercard exepted 

AMANA: They are stupid! They don't know anything! godblesskiddchris, you are stupid-leaders, are you 
proud of it? 

Scene 4

KANI: ok, i am an americaun and i am not STOOPID. I AM NOT WETODDID!!!! I DUNt knaw why 
there are Not poeple they ask stoopidrr dan ME. hey, austraylians, go get kickkdd by a kangerrrrro or 
somthin. AMERICANS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

REEM: stupid americans 

AMANA: Good fucking grief. What stupid fucking morons! Christianity turns people in to fucking 
ignorant morons. 

REEM: Agreed 

HARUN: jealous bastards 

AMANA: lol these bastards from australia need to get a life. you loners can make fun of us all you want 
but we're still leaders in the world whether you like it or not 

LELA: Wrong. Your politicians and bussinessmen are the leaders of the world, you are just another pawn. 



AMANA: lol another pawn? look at our per capita income its higher in almost all countries you idiot 

NAMIK: That doesn't make you a "leader of the world"... 

REEM: i know all answer in this videobecause, im from TURKEY!!! 

MAYRA: europeans are even dumber 

AMARI: Hahahahaha stupid americans ^^ 

AMANA: you dumb fucking fucks.. 

ABUBAKAR: you yankees are dumb as fuck no wonder george bush is allowed to run your country 

KARLIS: this is fucking funny. im american but yea some people are preety damn stupid. 

HARUN: wow people are NOT really this dumb they either told them to act like complete morons or they 
went to the special olympics to get these people 

BANDELE: ZOMFG!!! ROFLMAO!!!! 

REEM: omg where did you go to ask these questions.a retard ward or something.. I doubt this 
reallypeople in this country may be naive when it comes to some things . I know were not stupid like this 
video shows. Plus if were really this dumb , you would think the world would be controlling us !!! 

HARUN: Haha! Thick cunts 

AMANA: I guess this explains how Bush got elected twice... WOW, I hope they edited out the people 
who got the answers correct! Still, this is pretty scary stuff. 

KARLIS: dobře ty čuráku! 

KARLIS: you can't be dumb as this 

AMANA: im sorry but for the people who are ssaying "they asked the most stupid people" my 4 year old 
nephew knows that a triangle has 3 sides, and these are grown adults saying 4 etc so you cant go there... 

KARLIS: yeah your right . we americans are all so stupid, not one of us know what a triangle is. check 
out my site for more bad stuff about americans. $20.00 a month enrollment fee but its worth it. we take 
visa, mastercard 

AMARI: i dnt speaked wrong english we us americans r fucking smarts of worldwe gonna blow i big 
fucking hole in the middle east for all we us americans care for a fact is true 

KARLIS: HAHAHHA thats gotta be one of the best comments on youtube*i dnt speaked wrong english 
we us americans r fucking smarts of worldwe gonna blow i big fucking hole in the middle east for all we 
us americans care for a fact is true* 

KONSTA: haha freaking idiots. 

MAYRA: HAHAH they r stupid 

AMARI: daft bastids :S 

AMARI: ugh.why must they always choose the complete idiots of this country?it quite pathetic and 
stupid. 



AMANA: Why do people always say jews? There were other people there too (gypsies, homosexuals, 
etc). 

LELA: Because there were more jews persecuted than gypsies or homosexuals. 

NAMIK: You're not any better. I hate people that speak spanish everywhere, expecting everyone else to 
understand them. You're an arrogant dishwasher... 

HARUN: Maybe because the Bible doesn't talk about triangles hahahahaha 

LELA: the jogger that knows that kfc stands for kentucky fried chicken but doesnt know what state its 
from is the worst :P:P what a tube 

LELA: I bet all those idiots love Jesus and believe the president is the smartest man on Earth. Pathetic 
wastes of flesh... 

LELA: i love the guy who said tony blair was an actor.. 

REEM: hahaha the chasers always picking on Americans. 

LELA: omg! buddhist monks are islamic? andand,triangle has 4 sides. Dang ! lol,rofl. 

KARLIS: Americans are even more stupid than I imagined.They need to be educated and get high IQ like 
the Japanese. 

NAMIK: óóóó jééé v póóó-oodě 

ABUBAKAR: The world's largest Automobile Company GM The world's largest Software Co. Microsoft 
The world's largest searchengine Google The world's largest Oil company Exxon The world's largest 
Airospace Co Boeing The world's largest retailer Walmart The world's largest Computer maker HP The 
world's largest IT Company IBM The world's largest Bank Citibank The world's largest SportCo NIKE 
The world's largest Electric co GE All of them AMERICAN ne ne ne ne ... 

MAYRA: That just proves there are a few intelligent americans... 

AMARI: USA isn't the greatest country in the world 

ABUBAKAR: Dumb fat bastards, hahahaha!! 

ABUBAKAR: BREAKING NEWS:TORONTO — A Canadian man who sexually abused his 4-year-old 
daughter live on the Internet so another man could watch was sentenced Thursday to four years in 
prison.WHAT A BUNCH OF FUCKING ASSHOLES IN CANADA! AND THE JUDGE WHO GAVE 
HIM 4 YEARS SHOULD BE EXECUTED ALONG WITH THE CANADACUNT PERV! 

NAMIK: Is this some sick joke? lol 

Scene 5

NAMIK: Is there somebody from USA? 

AMARI: HAHAHA that was funny, BUt CHECK THIS OUT:To MAKE amazing MONEY in no time at 
all, just click here for your FREE version:income-for-beginners(DOT)comWhy are you reading this? 
Copy and paste that link to CHANGE YOUR FINANCIAL LIFE FOREVER 

MAYRA: hahah not that funny u can do this in any country. Just don't air the people who knows the 
answers. 



KANI: There are the electors, no surprise who is the elected 

BANDELE: ok there are stupid people everywhere. but these people make me wanna move... Israel, here 
i come. at least now i understand why there's so many bad drivers here 

ABUBAKAR: everyone thinks its so bad having america be the super power of the world..... what do you 
people think china will be like when they are in power? 

AMARI: ahhmmm... Austria started World War I - shows how much Americans know about history (-: 

KARLIS: the first world war started in teh balkans and the surounding countries had made allainces with 
the countries that teh confilct started in and like 1 domino tips the next soon the entire continent was at 
war so techincly it was some terrorist in seriba (not sure about the country) 

LELA: well okay... technically Austria AND Serbia started it... i guess they are both equally guilty... 
anyway Germany only came in later as an ally to Austria while many other countries came in as an ally to 
Serbia - and it all started cause some dumb serbian terrorist shot the austrian ruler. 

BANDELE: search okanemichael he has all the answers 

ABUBAKAR: yes people of the world all americans are stupid. Its the truth and i can prove it, just send 
$20.00 too my web page located on my profile and ill show you just how stupid americans really are.I 
take visa, mastercard 

NAMIK: I'm pretty sure you have a few thousand by now :) 

ABUBAKAR: Actually you Americans are the invaders.Remember the native people? You nearly 
killedthem all. So very uncivilized you people are.I was once told by a French Professor thatEngland 
emptied her jails to fill this country. Reading a post from a typical fascistAmerican like you it is easy to 
believe that. 

KONSTA: ha your french professor, thats the problem with US colleges, they stick crazy commie ideas in 
our young kids like this young chick. sad 

REEM: You are perhaps the greatest living exampleof American idiocy I have come into contactwith in a 
long time. Furthermore your incredible ignorance and complete disregard for spell check only serve to 
enforce the stereotype that you Americans are Stupid. So, thanks for proving my point gringo. 

KONSTA: im the greatest living example? hmm well beaner i guess that must be true cause you said it. 
what do you call a party of hispanics? bean dip, whats the difference between a beaner and a bucket of 
shit? ill let u answer this one 

ABUBAKAR: Actually I am a Spaniard. But I still resentyou speaking ill of Latinos. I have a question for 
you- how come I am a foreigner and I havea better command of the English language?I'll give you honor 
of answering this one... 

HARUN: who cares euro beaner, i have an idea if we are so stupid just come and attack us, take over our 
country please, i need a good laugh. truth is we are superior to your piece of shit country and your leaders 
bow at our feet.. next time im in Pamplona ill be sure too fuck your women 

AMANA: Funny you honestly think we won't.Even funnier you think you battered war-tired nation could 
stand up to a European nation.Tell me- what country would stand with you?Think about that long and 
hard. 

KONSTA: wait a sec, you forgot experienced, you wont because we will only need 10 soldiers to fend 
you off and 2 soldiers to sit and laugh at your attempt. every country would stand with us or we stop 



sending aid too them, who would stand with you? seriously 

MAYRA: Every country? You could count on one hand allthe countries that supported you in Iraq.I don't 
even think Canada wants anything to do with you at this point. 

NAMIK: and you would know what canada wants? im startling to think more and more you never went to 
college. listen name one nation besides america that would ever fight for your country 

REEM: I you watch the foreign news you would knowthat the Canadian public holds you in very little 
regard. Probably why they acquired a nuke shortly after Bush was elected. But all this is moot with the 
concept of mutually-assured destruction. 

ABUBAKAR: btw i have many friends from canada and get along with them very well. i just emailed a 
friend from vancouver and he said he would gladly kick some spanish ass. your not just stupid, your 
pathetic 

LELA: Your really don't understand the conceptof a war do you? One guy from Vancouver?That is the 
best your country can do? lol 

MAYRA: man taking on your country would not be considerd a war, we both know that. are you a chavez 
supporter. are you a commie? 

ABUBAKAR: Venezuela, Argentina, Cuba, Portugal,Russia, and probably every other EU nation :-p 

HARUN: third world, third world, third world. fourth world, and believe me russia doesnt give 2 shit 
about you. do better 

KONSTA: I doubt an idiot like you have ever set footon European soil. Aside from that even if you did I 
doubt you could find any woman in allof Europe interested in Americans. 

REEM: shows how smart you are kid, ever run with the bulls in pamplona? sit in san sabastians market 
for some sangria,partied in ibiza? 

NAMIK: So you can use Google, felicitaciones :-) 

MAYRA: hahaha yet you speak ill of americans. they edited that video so much. its bullshit no way 
people dont know how many sides a triangle has thats absurd. if we had compiled a video of all the stupid 
shit latinos, including yourself, have done it would be a whole lot more amusing. As for command of 
English language who said you were better. your not fooling anyone 

KARLIS: I am not Latino I am from Bilbao.Of coarse you have no idea where that is though.You still 
have not answered my question what country can you depend on? And if you are so mighty why did you 
lose to Vietnam? 

REEM: bilbao beaner who cares you mean nothing just like your country. we dont nee anyone else but if 
we wanted others to fight for us, canada, australia, england, japan, phillipines, kuwait, israel, turkey, now 
what BITCH!!! 

AMANA: *Turkey hates you. Read the news.*Japan only has a self-defense army.*Canada? a strong 
maybe*England would probably side with an EU nation or remain neutral.*Kuwait? You are joking, yes?
*Phillipines? That is a third-world-country 

AMANA: You have absolutely no idea what the hell you are talking about. Spell check has nothing to do 
with the sterotype of Americans being stupid. HAHA and gringos wow your an idiot. you my friend are 
the dumbass. so why dont you stop acting professional and go back to mowing the lawn 



BANDELE: America has completely destroyed the infrastructure and Agriculture of Puerto Rico.Making 
independence an impossible dream.I think you are on the wrong side mi compay. 

KONSTA: this makes me sad, these people can not represent our country, I'm sure they cut some of the 
people who go the answers right 

MAYRA: meet the people who voted for bush in 2000 and 04. well maybe not voted, but believed him 

HARUN: REINCARNATED LMAOOO 

LELA: echos garras 

LELA: mesmo burros, coitados! 

KONSTA: Duh. Everybody knows Tony Blair is the guy who made the Blair Witch Project... jk. lol 

MAYRA: There are the electors, no surprise who are the elected 

LELA: I wanna smack the shit outta triangle-boy. WTF?! 

KARLIS: lol what religion are budhist monks......... um islamic 

NAMIK: LOLI would very much like to live in Canada just so I wouldnt live in a country ran by a 
moron. Oh well, at least he won't be running things too much longer. 22nd amendment FTW. 

BANDELE: Hey, I'm from Australia, of course we understand that not all Americans are as dumb as the 
people we saw in this video, every country has smart people, dumb people etc... Unfortunately, quite 
often its the dumb people we see the most, using their voice, or running the country. I've met many 
intelligent, street-smart Americans who are a pleasure to deal with, the dumb ones just have louder voices. 

AMANA: Thank ya renegade I just wanted to post something long and inspirational but ya did it for for 
me in a way I couldn't. There are smart people all over the world, try not to discriminate (maybe I should 
say try to have an open mind But keep your guard up too). Much love from Detroit. Thanks again 
Renegade 

HARUN: We appreciate that from you, considering none of seem to know where your country is :/ 

KANI: jajajajajajaj ches gringos pendejos 

KONSTA: believe me in Germany making such a movie (even WITH selecting the dumbasses) would not 
have been possible. 

BANDELE: we aren't all stupid, I promise 

Scene 6

LELA: morons 

REEM: this is really wrong to our county.every coutry has people who don't know anything. like how 
many sides does a triangle have. wtf. 3! and 3 vertex's duhhh. 

LELA: Have to laugh; country is spelt 'county' and 'coutry' and the attempts (or lack thereof) at grammar 
are highly amusing. It is ironic that a post aiming to disprove the video's suggestion (obviously distorted 
and made in good humour) that Americans are stupid actually goes along way toward proving the point ... 

KANI: Vertices. 



AMARI: This video is quite misleading. For the record, not all americans are that stupid. They obviously 
just edited out the people that answered the questions correctly. Every country has it's fair share of 
dumbasses. In America it is no different. I guess having George Bush as our president certainly doesnt 
help our image. 

NAMIK: DAAANG!name a country that begins with U? hmmmmmmwhats the religion of Israeli? 
Muslim..LOLhow many sides does a triangle have? 4invade Italy...LOL 

ABUBAKAR: I already knew americans = idiots.I didnt need to watch this video.I did, however, enjoy 
the irony of these comments. America is filled with self centered, unintelligent "noobs".And let me just 
say. About that world map. WHY would ANY american think that they should bomb England/GB next? 
WTH? No wonder you guys elected Bush TWICE. You all provoke me, bitches. 

NAMIK: haha americans are stupid 

KARLIS: Primer potencia mundial y tienen gente que se equivoca en ese tipo de cosas en su pais, osea, ni 
aca no se equivocan en cosas asi...Osea..."north corea es mucho mas grande que south korea" osea, papi, 
es Australia eso. 

AMARI: English please? 

AMARI: wow... this makes me want to cry. (yes im american) 

BANDELE: we are a nation of 200 + million and you are going to judge us on 30 people. that was funny 
stuff though 

AMANA: Joke's on you morons - Kentucky Fried Chicken is actually from Utah. Look it up. 

KANI: U guys failed to notice that most of them were rednecks? 

LELA: I think I could have answered 99% of those questions. Therefore, not all Americans are stupid. 

KONSTA: what state is KFC from?I dunnodo you know what KFC stands for?Kentucky fried chicken 
hehepwnage lines, what a f*ing moron 

ABUBAKAR: KFC is from Utah. Look it up. Seriously. 

MAYRA: fucking diaper head??? oh dear 

ABUBAKAR: It's funny how they only show the stupid ones. 

BANDELE: Have a look at your civilization!! ur f..kng stupids 

BANDELE: OMFG americans are sooooooooooooooo stupid !americans are dumbasses with a muscle in 
the place the mind should be! "ho no i think we should invade france cause i yesterday a french dropped a 
soda on me" GET A LIFE STUPID OLD BULLYS !!!!! 

KANI: this is bullshit i know this and im in middle school! i live in north dakota to 

KANI: Though this may be satirical, as much as the truth hurts to most, this sums up not a minority of 
Americans but a bit more than half. Deny it as much as you like, after all, ignorance is bliss no? 

REEM: haha watching this makes me think or whole countrys stupid. but no its the select few who didnt 
go to school and just the other stupid dumbasses 

KONSTA: Remember that it isn't like all americans are represented by these people, and most likely, they 



only put 5% of the people they filmed on TV- after all, it doesn't make comedy if they get it right. That 
said, the fact that any demographically average americans would think there are 10 Eiffel Towers, or 
Korea is Australia, or that Utah is a state is pathetic, but the fact that they are doesn't prove that all 
americans are stupid 

HARUN: I think it's kinda hard to think that there are ten Eiffel towers. If you have heard of the Eiffel 
tower at all, you haven't accidentally heard that there are ten of them. 

KARLIS: Too bad they don't have smellovision because there are smelly Americans that don't shower or 
use deodorant also. Then we can make a video called, "Americans are not smelly with subtitles" Then 
people who dislike America, for whatever personal reason they have, can comment that Americans stink. 
"The stinkiest people on the planet" "Damn Americans, have you ever heard of water?" Geez there is new 
invention America, it's called soap". 

HARUN: Your comment explains a lot. This is from a satirical news show from Australia. 

KARLIS: Actually KFC is from Utah...not Kentucky 

KANI: "Which one is throwin the rocks?"That sums up that conflict then. 

BANDELE: Deberia ser ilegal ser tan estupido, pero cuchame yanki pete, sos vos el estupido. 

KARLIS: lol ... they selected only those who are really stupid...i refuse to think that all americans are that 
stupid... 

AMARI: hahahahaha Oh God!!! Americans are soo stupid!!! 

AMANA: OMFG... It should be illegal 2 be so fuckin stupid... If u cant even answer the name of the 
country u live in - u should be shot... We dont need, and dont want dumpass pll like that, walking around, 
like braindead zombies.. cause that xactly what u are. If i was an american i would be ashamed of my 
nationality... 

AMANA: If im correct we're one of the most powerful nations in the world... 

KANI: So ??? i dont get it. ? What do u want with that answer.. So what if u are.. And why do u say 
that ?? based on what ?? Power is a lot a things.. If u base it on intelligents - U LOOSE.. If u base it on 
stupidity ( u might win ) 

MAYRA: If you base it on biased opinions, you win... but only in your own mind. 

AMARI: What a load of bull... cmon, give me a decent answer 

KANI: and??? you still are stupid. jejejejeje 

KANI: haha esto muestra que estupidos son los gringos 

KANI: lmao.. you gotta learn to laugh at yourself sometimes. 

KANI: ok, look. maybe if u didnt go to the WEST you would accually see the intellegence of americans 
ok. i, personally, knew the answer to every question he asked within a few miliseconds 

REEM: ' i, personally, knew the answer to every question he asked within a few miliseconds'well done... 

BANDELE: lol "which one, is throwing the rocks?" 

MAYRA: Woh :/Et c'est ça la première puissance mondiale.. Y'a comme un malaise 



AMANA: If this is true then I don't know what to say. The american media and the anti-culture over there 
must have had real affect on the people. And we in Europe are going down on the same way. :/ Vote for a 
change! /mr S. - Sweden 

NAMIK: Ahem...Cristobal Colon?? xD 

HARUN: Well, I once told an American boy I was from Spain and he said that my country sounded like a 
drink (Sprite?)... I suposse he neither knew where was Cristobal Colón from... 

AMARI: Yeah man,that's what is it all about. I'm from the Czech republic and everybody here think that 
Americans are the stupidest people in the world.. But I know that you got about 300 millions people? Of 
course you can find 20 really stupid people. And by the way I had seen something like this in Slovakia, 
and people there said that year has 13 months,etc.. Anyway, these people are really stupid..:D 

BANDELE: thick as pig shit! 

Scene 7

KANI: que carajo les enseñan en el colegio a los gringos? 

MAYRA: Unlike Jeff Twatski 

BANDELE: lmao , wtf lol 

AMARI: so bumb 

MAYRA: "Possibly American money..." that was the funniest part 

NAMIK: It has to be partially staged. I don't see how anyone would be marking Australia as France. 

BANDELE: F***ing dumbasses!! 

KARLIS: you guilable idiotsits so obvious that this has been edited and the questions have been altered in 
editing.just a pathetic attempt at trying to bring down the world's strongest nation 

KARLIS: Of course it has been edited...One could make one of these vids for every nation in the world if 
you taped enough people.The point is that a lot have the opinion that you dont really have to tape that 
many people to make one of these in the United States... 

LELA: Very good show!!!, made my day. Do you think this is a sketch custom british made?Only picking 
up people with wrong answers, and leaving out the right ones. 

HARUN: The only important thing about this video is that americans want to fight against Australia. 

LELA: yep !!! nice said XD !!!!!!!! 

ABUBAKAR: Wow, I'm only 14 and I can get these questions right. I'm from America too. Those people 
are truly dumbshits. This, has to be setup, 4:47 he had to have been on crack. SOME Americans are 
stupid, but not all. =/ 

ABUBAKAR: Hahahahahhahah! 

KANI: AMERICA is not a COUNTRY.... Its a whole CONTINENT...North, Central and South 
America...From Alaska to Isla del Fuego... 

BANDELE: However, the United States of America is the only country in the hemisphere that has 



"America" in it's name. 

KONSTA: The berlin wall was in israel...no commentoh my God americans are so stupid... 

AMARI: Let's round up about 10 or 20 ugly Americans and make a video and say ALL Americans are 
ugly to, while we are at it...if it makes you feel better. 

AMANA: H4, ugly people are born ugly and can't do much about it. Stupid people CAN.I know there are 
intelligent Americans, but you have to admit the ones in this video are dumb as fuck.Don't take it 
personally. It's a comedy show. Learn to laugh a little :) 

REEM: You don't know us Americans, we know how to laugh plenty. Even though Jay Leno ripped off 
Howard Stern when he did it, at least he makes comments and stuff to add to it in order to make it sorta 
funny. These dudes are just a mike stand. Some would argue that stupid people are born that way also. 
hehe I am sure there are intelligent funny Australians as well. 

HARUN: I don't mean to knock Australians, the Crocodile Hunter was one of my favorite shows. Stick to 
what works. :-D 

HARUN: Hey H4, you misunderstood me. I know you Americans know how to laugh, there's a whole 
load of comments here from Americans "LOL"ing about this video. What I meant though was you, 
personally. You seem really cut and it's not even worth it. With regards to the Crocodile Hunter, Steve 
Irwin (may he RIP) was indeed passionate about his work and a self proclaimed "wildlife warrior", 
however, it saddens me to say that many Aussies found him to be a bit of an embarassment. 

KARLIS: If by cut you mean offended, I am not at all offended by the video itself. In order for me to 
laugh I would have to find it believable. I find it hard to believe that the old guy doesn't know where the 
atomic bombs were dropped or that one guy thinks there are ten Eiffel Towers. It's too stupid to be funny, 
is my point. Unless they dropped out of the 3rd or fourth grade to join the carnival, few Americans are 
really that dumb. 

KONSTA: Hey H4, sure it's hard to believe about the old guy and the Eiffel Towers, but seeing is 
believing. Clearly, these few Americans REALLY ARE that dumb (carnival or not). And hell yeah it's 
stupid, it's part of the fun, it's in the title. Tell me you didn't have just one laugh? one chuckle? even a wee 
smile?The guy that was jogging on the spot, Palestinians vs Israelis, who's throwing the rocks...come on, 
he deserved at least a smile, even if you were shaking your head in shame while doing it. 

BANDELE: I guess that just proves that someone somewhere has amazing video editing prowess and that 
profiling is fun. 

BANDELE: Oh My god. 

KANI: OUCH! 

REEM: why don't u all give it a rest??? 

MAYRA: In Finland, 65% of the population go to universities, because education is free and does only 
depend on your willing to study, and not on how much money you have. 

KONSTA: I did and i found out were first on the list... 

NAMIK: touche! 

ABUBAKAR: i need that parrot back!,i couldnt get it out of ur moms butt 

AMANA: The interviewer seemed to have picked the stupidest, most ghetto looking people he could find. 



Targeted interviews like this have no merit. I'm sure there really are quite a few people who don't have 
any idea what the answers are to these questions. I (and everyone I know), however, would be able to get 
probably 99% of those questions correct. This is a funny video but that's it, it's not a true representative 
slice of the American people. 

KARLIS: gosh, pick out random ppl from my country and i dun think it'll be just as bad..much better i 
suppose tho there will be sum dumb ones. 

KARLIS: azzab i left my pants under your moms bed,can u fetch them for me habibi 

HARUN: oh read where your mathematics textbook are soon gonna come from. Singapore. Do you even 
noe where it is w/o checking it out from the web etc? 

BANDELE: well they dont show you the peopel who knew the question 

NAMIK: "Ask not what your country can do for you but what can you do for your country". If JFK was 
alive today he would have to reverse that famous quote. These ignorant gluttonous village idiots would 
need every help they can get from the U S of A! A thyroid hormone treatment program would be a good 
start... 

NAMIK: did you just pull out the mom thing? man you kids play rough, americans made that insult btw. 
we went to war over there so we could secretly rape your women. and plunder your treasures 

AMARI: what are you an arab goat fucking enthusiast? 

HARUN: Worthless euros? you know the Dollar-quote? 

REEM: see! hahaha real intelligent comment. wtf you stupid euro what a loser. probably the reason your 
women fuck american men. 

LELA: these people are real stupid, hahaha but man they arent half as stupid as europeans, fuckin 
worthless euros lol 

NAMIK: Worthless Euros? Do you know how much your flimsy dollar is worth these days? They make 
good quality toilet paper out of dollar notes now! Look closer at the paper next time you visit the john and 
enjoy a comfortable dump! 

KONSTA: FUCK YOU MAN at least we know we don't think that every country is in Australia just 
because they changed the name !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

KANI: yes your right, no one in america knows what australia is, in fact most americans have no clue of 
what a map is or how to take a shit in the morning. how the hell do we get up in the morning 

BANDELE: WTF ?!!!!!!!! I've never seen so many REALLY stupid people on all my life until 
now !!!!!!!!!!Maybe the biggest stupidity example is when they ask to put a 1 or 2 in the country they just 
talked about !!!!! they putted everything in Australia !!!!!!!!c'est vraiment sidérant !!!! 

REEM: my gosh :-/ 

REEM: search 'amero' 

HARUN: This is just a piece of joke to entertain those American haters.. I'm in the UK (I'm not an 
American) at the moment and TRUST me most of the British that I've talked to have a HUGE problem 
with General Knowledge questions.. 

MAYRA: LOL Americans are So stupidand they say we (arab) are stupidthis video is good prof =) 



AMARI: yeah, you arabs are stupid, at least these people dont screw goats. 

AMANA: lol , so we are stupid for that reason ?mebe u didn't saw the videoat leas we know how many 
side the triangle haveLOL 

AMARI: you think and afghani can answer any of these questions? 

KANI: afghani ??LOL , OMG ur really stupidafghani ppl are NOT arabs !!!just don't reply plz , don't 
make ur self a joke 

AMARI: Since Algebra and most other mathematics were invented by Arabs I am going to say yes. 

Scene 8

LELA: Arabs did not invent them, read your history. But Arabs did save mathematics in the dark ages, 
one would hope knowledge is to never be discouraged. Hopefully the "god myth" will soon end. 

KARLIS: Some Candidates for the Darwin Award here. Damn how dumb can ppl be? 

KARLIS: OMG Americans are soooo dumb. We already knew it a little but this comfirms. 

KARLIS: FUCKING ROFL MAN!!!!!!!!!! 

LELA: Hey Art Vandelay...speak for yourself asshole! Cunt names himself after a character on 
Seinfeld???? Give me a fucking break! DOUCHE! 

ABUBAKAR: I love reading these Euro-WHINING rants from CUNTS from countries that are 
completely IRRELEVANT in the world! The United States IS and ALWAYS will be the worlds 
LEADER!!! Get used to it you fucking Eurabian FAGGOTS! ahahahaha NEXT! 

KONSTA: You should get kicked off this site, you're just not funny.Boring CUNT... 

KANI: Fuck your mother jeun...turn on BBC NOW and see the leader of the WORLD. COCKSUCKER! 

NAMIK: See the leader of the world do what exactly, piss his pants and walk into a wall?Boring CUNT 

AMARI: Now the world can understand how we re elected a dimwit like George Bush. Our electorate is 
stupid. They don't read newspapers and don't care about the world around them. Our people are the 
dumbest in the world. Not that this video couldnt have been shot in the UK, Aus, NZ, France or anywhere 
else. Clearly we are the dumbest. 

KANI: These people are dummies and I have no idea how they function in the world without even a basic 
knowledge of the world around them. The American education system has failed these people.But 
unfortunately, I think you'd find dummies like this the world over. :/ 

MAYRA: Ok all they did was put all the dumb answers together. They left out all the intelligent people. 
Its a really biased video. Not to say I didn't laugh. 

KARLIS: Well, the fact that there even ARE this kinds of persons is amazingly stupid... 

AMANA: 4:47 ROFLMAOTIPIRL - Rolling On Floor Laughing My Ass Out Till I Puke In Real Life. 

AMANA: I love it. 

KARLIS: HAHAHA OMFG I LOVED THIS EPISODE, americas r retarded 



AMARI: What a retards... 

BANDELE: Lol where is Th Berlin Wall..."Israel?" LOL!!! 

LELA: Don't confuse him with these facts... 

LELA: 4:47 americans are crack ups 

NAMIK: "I didn't know, that south corea is so much bigger then the north...!" That's the best :D When I'll 
go to uni in USA I'll be a siencist immedietly. I'm 15 now, and I knew the whole shit :) You Americans are 
so Hell Great! That's really fucked up...lol Hreetings from Poland :) Sorry for my english... and God Bless 
America and coca-cola 

ABUBAKAR: Greetings I mean :) 

KANI: I thaught the same fucking thing :D But who the dont know where KFC is from....Americans are 
soooo stupid!!! 

LELA: Hi I'm Aaron I'm 5'6" (midget) 20y/o and have blonde hair and I can take two cocks in my ass at 
once because I'm English! Wanna hook-up?? message me at my other nic azzab2709 

ABUBAKAR: Maddie's asshole is bleeding penisfromtheshale...her Daddy sold her asshole on eBay 
penis to the highest Euro-Pedo-Bidder...Eurabia a shit-hole covered in Grafitti!! AHAHAHAHAHA 
BOO-YAH! 

LELA: Fucking retard.Did you think up that comment with both your brain cells? 

LELA: BREAKING NEWS:A British woman, who gave birth out of wedlock after an affair with her 
married dance instructor, kept the body of the child hidden in a suitcase for 50 years, the London Daily 
Telegraph reported.WHAT A BUNCH OF WORTHLESS CUNTS THE BRITISH TRULY ARE!!! 

BANDELE: feel bad for yanks... god bless them. 

AMARI: ustedes hijos de putas son unos imbesiles...... then again you all are so stupid that can hardly 
speak ingleso hahahahahhaa..or shoud I say it in french,,or maybe portuges,,or quizas,,italian....well who 
cares youa are stupid no mara what!!!! jus look at your el presidente jajajajaj ups hahahhhahah 

KANI: ingleso...no mara what...presidente...not english words... 

REEM: Bori, what's the point of having two Americans in the list of highest recorded IQ scores, when 
there are everyday people walking your streets that don't even know how many sides a triangle has?
There's just no excuse for that. 

KONSTA: wow. . . 

MAYRA: I don't know if United Statians are stupid, but they ARE really IGNORANT. Want to know 
why? Because they don't care on anything besides their fat ass (Why bother?). Guilty ignorance is even 
worse than stupidity. 

BANDELE: You got that right. 

LELA: Ha how are we ignorant when we own everything. If we believe the earth is square then it is. Who 
is going to say different we own every resource on this planet. HAHHAHAHAHAH I live like a king. 

HARUN: U.S.A. dont own everything in the world... Are you really that stupid or what? 



LELA: ROFL!! That´s the most stupid shit i ever heard! You dont own squad boi! Why the hell do you 
think you went to war in Iraq ? To get OIL! Without the middle-east´s OIL your silly country would be a 
living disaster! 

AMARI: Hey CHINK, my one year old son's dick is bigger than every Chinaman! RICE DICK! 

KANI: tsk tsk tsk Jeffy Weffy...You're telling lies again aint you!?We all know you're a fat 38yr old 
virgin, and the only cunt you've ever seen in your life is the one that greets you in the shaving mirror 
every morning!'One year old son' hah! dont make me laugh!!! who the fuck would get it on with a fat 
fuck like you!? 

MAYRA: Just a bunch of LOSER Euro-CUNTS hanging out on an American site because their miserable 
lives revolve around our great ones! NEXT! 

LELA: this is from an AUSTRALIAN show you noob. you know, "north Korea"these are the guys that 
got into apec. They're genius. 

ABUBAKAR: Dude, Americans are not stupid, this video is a hoax created by aliens using robots to pass 
as Americans. Shit, I even think this video was filmed somewhere in Latin America. Yeah, it is a plot by 
illegals Aliens to take over the country, No, I got it, its those darn Iranians with their high tech nuclear 
technology!! 

KANI: And the remaining who form the one percent are immigrants. ( so noway to find an American is 
not dumb ) haha 

AMANA: tihs taotlly ptus my educashun to shmae! 

AMARI: shame... 

ABUBAKAR: EU > USA 

AMARI: EU w/out Germany > EU w/ Germany 

REEM: look, if you are that gullable to think this is what we are all like, its you that is the dumb one. this 
is obviously made to make fun of americans, and there are idiots in every country. i live in america, and i 
know lots of idiots here, but i know a lot of canadian idiots too. hell, i know morons from around the 
globe. all countrys have dumbasses, and its unfair to judge a country by those. 

HARUN: 1. This is propaganda they most likely edited it in their favor2. They picked shithead rednecks, 
homeless people and ghetto people3. America is a lot more intelligent than many other countries 

MAYRA: HAHAH i am in America and find this funny. LOL just so you no not "all" Americans are this 
dumb. I knew the answer to all the questions lol. But a lot of people here are like that i am afraid to say. 

NAMIK: You say you are smart & from America but you don't spell the word "know" properlyQoute 
"...just so you NO not...."so shut up 

MAYRA: LOL i am not going to get into a argument on the internet, I never said i could spell correctly. I 
simply stated that i knew the answers to the questions. Because i dictate a couple things wrong here and 
there don't mean im dumb. I was simply stating that this video is not entirely correct. We are not all as 
miss informed as the people in the video. I know of people in other country's that are just as miss 
misinformed as the Americans in this video. 

KARLIS: I agree with you - although politically (and morally) incorrect to say so - fighting online is like 
running in the special Olympics - you might win, but you're still retarded! 



AMANA: corsair87 - when slamming someone for not spelling "know" correctly, you should notice that 
YOU didn't spell "quote correctly! Probably just a slip of the finger.......? 

LELA: @mountin...i never said that the video is fake or real i just wanted to point out that if you want to 
show that the video is rigged you should take care of the way you write otherwise what you write will 
lose credibility@jnukara.. My first language is not english...i do not speak it every day ... and "quote" is 
not such a frequent word in my english vocabulary 

NAMIK: I understand, you think it's okay for YOU to mispell words, when telling someone else 
THEY'RE mispelling words! It's ok because you have an excuse? You don't know them, or what their first 
language is. If you are going to reprimand someone for their spelling, you should be extra careful to make 
sure you spell every word correctly. 

MAYRA: And you just misspelled quote!How very ironic :-) 

Scene 9

AMANA: I live in the United States (in the deep south) and I can testify that the people around here are 
even bigger idiots than the ones shown on here. America is that stupid! Any country that could reelect 
George W. Bush is beyond stupid!! This is a nation in which half believe that evolution is a lie and that 
the Biblical fairy tale of creation is the truth..America is no longer the nation it once was. 

NAMIK: The point is that there are stupid people in every country you can certainly find them if you try 
hard enough (i.e. this video). Half of Americans (who voted) didn't support Bush and those who did were 
often supporting party lines (i.e. anti-abortion...vote Republican). I'll forgive some of your comments 
because you're so darn old but saying that the people where you live are stupid (you do live there) is not a 
great idea. 

ABUBAKAR: It's ignorant to generalize about a country of 300 million people as if they are all of the 
same mind. News flash: Americans donate more to charity than the people of any other country in the 
world. I know it's not trendy to talk about the good things that Americans do but....Tell me what country 
you are from and I'll provide an example of an idiot. It doesn't mean that all non-Americans are idiots. :P 

ABUBAKAR: hahaha woww 

NAMIK: man their stupid! 

ABUBAKAR: Not stupid, but ignorant. Most Americans are really interested in keeping their jobs and, 
consuming products. American public schools are apparently designed to produced ignorant people, only 
interested in entertainment and, consumption. 

AMARI: hahahahaha....american n their president...both of them were stupid.. 

REEM: yeah this is propaganda and you were dumb enough to believe in it.fag 

KONSTA: and you are dumb n stupid enough to believe this is a propaganda... 

AMANA: Makes me wonder what Americans do in school, lol. 

KANI: makes me wonder how little ur influenced by other cultures and make an assumption by watching 
this biased video. All they did was get all the stupid/homless people and asked them questions. I can do 
that to your country and make it look stupid anytime i want like they did to us.... 

NAMIK: this is no different than "Jaywalking" on the Tonight Show. You ask enough people and you'll 
get some stupid answers. Compile them and make everybody look stupid. 



MAYRA: BREAKING NEWSSYDNEY, Australia (AP) -- Police acting on an Interpol tip off have 
arrested 31 men on child pornography charges in a large-scale Australiawide investigation since August, 
an officer said Thursday.WHAT A BUNCH OF DIRTY CUNTS THE AUSSIES TRULY ARE! QUEERS! 

REEM: Anyone who comments here who is NOT American is a jealous PREOCCUPIED with America 
CUNT! Rather than be outside having a life they choose to OBSESS about ALL things America! Our 
GREAT country and culture is what their MISERABLE lives revolve around! TRUTH HURTS huh 
CUNTS??? ahahahahaha NEXT! 

AMANA: why would our life revolve around people who dont know who the first man on the fucking 
moon was or how many kidneys someone has or how many world wars have there been or even people 
thinking star wars was a fucking true story, retards! 

NAMIK: I know the answers to all of these questions and I'm an American. Now, how about a little tea 
party ya ignorant chap. 

BANDELE: Many Americans should be outside having a life, but instead choose to stay inside watching 
TV and growing obese. Our great country is a mix and match of cultures from around the world, and very 
little of our culture can truthfully claim to come from American origins. As an American, you should 
know that.Greetings from California! 

ABUBAKAR: I'm am American, and I find your attitude to be very arrogant. Even though these 
interviews are biased, you're only proving them right by talking like that. And if you don't think that I'm 
american, click my username and look at the profile. 

KANI: Whoops, that was supposed to go to another comment. 

BANDELE: Asking retarded and/or homeless people doesn't count...silly brits 

KANI: Collateral damage!?! He should know what it is, the Americans invented this term and they use it 
instead of saying that they kill innocent people. 

HARUN: Ah, sweet America! Home of Baseball, and hotdogs. For all the people of other countries, 
Americans are NOT this stupid... LOL!!! (I am also American!) 

NAMIK: .....is this seriously real?...thats pretty sad 

KARLIS: this is embarrassing. (i'm an american by the way) 

KARLIS: the person who created this video probably interviewed A LOT of people and chose specifically 
these people for the purpose of this video. i don't think they can represent the majority of Americans.. 

ABUBAKAR: Absolutely correct, sillycrayons.I would however say, that compared to other developed 
nations, you would have to interview more people in other nations to get this similar result for your 
intended video.Too many Americans are ignorant and too simple-minded, compared to the responsibility 
the US has.There must be a better responsibility of US and her citizens today. This is not 
acceptable.Cheers. 

REEM: I Don`t Force My Beliefs Or Political Outlooks On Anyone. I Am Not A Greedy, Or Power 
Hungry Person. I Work For A Living. Perhaps People Should Stop Trying To Point The Finger And Take 
A Little Of The Responces On Their Own. Though, I Did Like That You Stated Both Sides. Props. 

NAMIK: So, You Are Basically Saying That The News And The Papers Will List Pure Facts? No, They 
List Whatever Dramatic, Over Fed Bullshit That Will Sell. We Are All Different. Do I Agree With How 
My Country Is Run? No. That Doesn`t Even Come CLose To Discribing What Kind Of Person I Am. 



KONSTA: ok okeverybodywatch my videosi have some funny onessome dumb onesand a big fightplz 
watch and commentenjoy thank you 

BANDELE: Woe is america... 

ABUBAKAR: Uh not to go too off topic here but you just berated him for hiding behind a screen and 
then threatened to rip out his wind pipe. Well my point is that all internet threats are empty whether you 
would actually carry them out or not, so it's pretty cheesy to say one at all, cause it's all talk. 

BANDELE: thisislizz is right about everything and chibiboykevin is wrong.Now Im going to leave 
quickly because participating in a youtube comment argument drains my soul and dignity. 

BANDELE: Typical americans. I bet halfof them don't know what the australian prime minister is without 
researching. 

MAYRA: Just editing out everyone who isnt retarded.You could probably do it with any country.but still, 
I lol @ teh stupid pplz 

HARUN: I agree that they're basic questions. Maybe you're right that most people would be able to 
answer them, but I'm used to meeting politically apathetic people of all nationalities and it leads me to 
believe that it's a human trait, not dictated by where you live.I couldn't remember the guy's name so I'm 
an ignorant piece of shit who needs to go read something? You sound like a pompous snob. 

KARLIS: Typical Wii user 

KONSTA: this is why we should control who can have kids or not 

AMANA: you know when they do this shit they ask questions to random people and only play back the 
fucking retards. Bias! 

KARLIS: this is why we should control who can have kids or not 

AMARI: it makes american look retarded lol most of them are. lmao 

AMANA: Yes were still theyre. We're ok as long as american are too dumb to know where we are ;-) 

AMARI: btw is canada still around? are they still a country or did we kick their ass and take it over? they 
did have some good syrup! 

NAMIK: ... very funny, you must be american, because your so damn stupid =.= 

REEM: 1 Stelle!!! 

KANI: americans are dumb, so what? 

KARLIS: Don't worry, they dont know where it is. 

NAMIK: well of course their asking fucking rednecks 

KARLIS: lessbling, I am American, but i have lots of friends from other countrys. only one person i know 
knew who Kofi Annan was, among people from all over Europe and the US. 

BANDELE: lol yeah lessblinger is a kook, he didnt know any of those answers so he is trying to bring 
others down. what a damn loser 

ABUBAKAR: Why did Australia say Iran on it in the map? There's something rotten... 



BANDELE: i think they just found a bunch of stupid people i'm hella smarter than these people 

KANI: All this proves is that only idiots get airtime. Although I will admit that most Americans probably 
couldn't answer half these questions, I think you would get the same result in most countries. BTW I am 
American and I knew the answer to every question except Kofi Aman. 

KARLIS: then you have common senseee...the rest are stupidddd ..where i come frome yugoslavia in the 
first grade you learn to write incursive by the 3rd grade you know multiplication up to 14 and basically 
what im saying they are like 2-3 years ahead of the americans 

ABUBAKAR: the american education system needs work, that is true. but that is not to say that we are 
stupid. in fact, the main issue here is not stupidity but ignorance. admittedly, americans are fairly ignorant 
of world affairs. that does not mean we are stupid, however. and europeans, if you think we are so stupid, 
feel free to send me a message, i would be happy to discuss this. 

KONSTA: lol euro trash i love all your comments very amazing. considering french are pussies, italy and 
germany gay central and england bunch of dumb shits... oh and australia... what the fuck is an australian? 

REEM: ok, i am so glad that im canadian. i always knew americans were stupid, but i didnt think they'd 
be THIS stupid!! what did george bush do wrong? *sigh*, things would be much different with Al Gore 
as the president 

Scene 10

KARLIS: We aren't this stupid. They are just making it look like we are. 

KONSTA: I don't think "fuck you" will get your point across real well. You might want to try being 
polite, it works well - They let their guard down, and you get a chance to crush their soul. 

MAYRA: I love it how they try so hard to find the stupid people but don't show all of the footage, I'm in 
TV and I know yo8u can edit this to make it look like one side of the argument is true.Even though, about 
1/4 of Americans are idiots there are still the other 3/4's of them.The 3/4's that aren't mentioned are 
because the 1/4 group is so idiotic that they take up most of the news headlines. 

KONSTA: Hey man I'm italian... Why do you want to invade us? Do you think that pizza is a mass 
destruction weapon? 

REEM: wow, they must have found retarded people. 

KARLIS: They must've interviewed at least 100 people and only shown 10-15 to get those stupid 
answers. 

KONSTA: Ok, Americans can be very stupid, ill admit it, but we can do a lot better than that. we aren't all 
THAT stupid. Those people are just morons, and I'm willing to bet this was edited a bit to make us look 
worse. This would only be a accurate representation it all the people interviewed were shown, and the full 
interviews were shown. On a separate note, my American fellows, get your act together, this is pathetic. 
Even a few stupid people can make us look bad - educate yourself, for god's sake... 

REEM: well see... they found the stupid dumbasses who are idiots... pick a smart one... 

BANDELE: Actually once seeing all of this im not even laughing. Yasser Arafat is the president of 
AlQaeda, bloody hell man. They don't even know what religon Israel belongs to. But to be fair if you 
count the whole of the country including the Palestinian part the majoirty religion if Muslim.Sad very 
sadand funny 

ABUBAKAR: Making an estimate about 300 million people isn't a little ridiculous. 



MAYRA: Only in America are we this retarded. And how are we supposed to call ourselves a superpower 
when our people are so mentally weak that we can't think of our current events or past events make us 
what we supposedly are? 

NAMIK: OmgI have seen so many videos like this and still had not truly decided if the people of America 
are dumb, but this has pushed me over the fence. 

KARLIS: omfg !! they dont know triangle ?? 

BANDELE: You don't have to be educated to answer these questions, the people are simply morons, and 
it's a fact.Q: How many sides does a triangle have?A: FOUR, hmm no no There's no sides... One?Damn it 

KONSTA: You could go to any country and do this. Just because they didn't show the other 96% of the 
interviews they taped doesn't mean Americans are stupid. Implying such a thing is far more ignorant than 
the childish finger-pointing that has gone on in the discussion comments of this video. 

NAMIK: I wonder how many people they interviewed to get those few responses. 

LELA: worst ever!I'm really scared :( 

KANI: dude, i could totally answer those questions. what's wrong with people 

REEM: "tryed"? "cant"?fucking moron. 

AMARI: Star wars is based in a true story, true or false?... True 

AMANA: you know they probably looked forever to find those people, and they didn't bother to show the 
large number of people who could answer all of the questions right. that's what people on tv always do. 
shows how smart you and all your idiot counterparts are. 

KONSTA: Ye not stupid, IDIOTS."what country starts with U, Yugoslavia. 

BANDELE: This is just pathetic, this video makes us look like fat idiots, which we're not. Its true that 
most Americans arent very smart, but it also has the smartest ppl in the world. I am a bit iffy if they paid 
the ppl to say that krap. O, and u americans who curse about British ppl like obnoxious pigs, u give us a 
bad name like idiots. 

BANDELE: correction - u did that ur selves. btw ''not very smart'' = STUPID. 

MAYRA: The average adult in ANY country is pretty stupid, sorry, America's not alone on this one.I'm 
not out flashing the #1, but, again, I'm sure if you did this is Germany or GB or Canada...well, same 
results or remarkably similar. 

KONSTA: THEY are fat,dumb,allways shopping, and troublemakers, bush send out a massive army to 
steal some oil from irak and killed thousands of inisent people including litle children so fuck off 
dummies, when the time comes all nations will hate you and take over you dumb empire and make you 
slaves lol, but not the good people that lives there though and not jim carey couse hes canadian. 

HARUN: ok i will go shop and you be sure to CLEAN Americas toilets, cut our grass and steal hubcaps 
you worthless piece of shit! fuck you driubi the video proves NOTHING! traitor! probably a fucking 
wetback too! 

AMARI: That's because you're too fat to swim you fucking greasy pig!! why not try floating over the Rio 
Grande...I've got a job waiting for you, its cleaning my toilets you fucking scumbag ILLEGAL! 

KONSTA: How can people be so dumn and stupid? This video will be in my Orkut in order that everyone 



can see it. 

KARLIS: hey penis, maddie is crying out in pain with that cock stuck in her ass from one of you Euro-
CUNT pedos BITCH! just like a Euro-CUNT, have to COPY an Americans technique...you lame bitches 
are TRUE FOLLOWERS without an ORIGINAL thought in your body FAG! Maddie begging!!! 

AMANA: vaquira, fuck you you wet back SPIC mother fucker!!! Why does your fat-mother spend her 
life trying to sneak into my country if its so bad??? huh, you dirty ILLEGAL piece of shit taco eating 
MexiCUNT! 

MAYRA: BORICUA917, don't worry man, these Euro-CUNTS are and always will be JEALOUS, 
PREOCCUPIED little FAGS, whose MISERABLE Eurabian existence revolves around the GREAT 
nation of AMERICA! Go watch your ass-bandit little soccer game you cock sucking Euro-TWATS!!! 
ahahahahahaha NEXT! 

MAYRA: good I leave you between American because its fears serious 

HARUN: Damn. Are Americans actually that stupid...i mean 4 sides on a triangle... C'MON! 

KONSTA: So, this only shows, that if you are rich, you don´t need to be intelligent^^ 

REEM: BORICUA00917 i'm french ok it is shows that American one makes such or such thing but 
American is not people more intélligent in the world ok you made large thing but without Europe 
America would be nothing I am mistaken or not?? 

MAYRA: hey BORICUA00917 I think that you should stop speaks for nothing to say because without 
French and English you would not be I think then stop one can please 

KONSTA: yeah driubi you rightly ^^ but sueslide "George Bush is more intelligent than most of the 
people who are living in the USA" ??? your idiot or you does it purposely??? 

LELA: I am 15 year old boy from iceland and i know more about theyre country and theyre culture than 
them selfes.... i could answer all of those questions within 3 seconds 

KANI: After this video I think George Bush is more intelligent than most of the people who are living in 
the USA 


